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—as MacDonald had committed in this country in 1923-1924,
took over that office in addition to the chancellorship. The only
other absentee was Wirth, a notable departure for a not unnotable
reason.
The fact that the cabinet crisis had really not been a crisis, that
a reshuffle had taken only two days disagreeably disappointed the
Right,, but they were encouraged by the news that so far from
the basis being broadened, it was contracting. The Populist
executive, aggrieved by the loss of a ministry and claiming to
regard the dropping of Curtius as an affront, had resolved to go
into opposition. They did not carry the whole party with them
for there were still some distinguished members who had not
forgotten all Stresemann's teaching and saw the dire necessity
of maintaining the bourgeois block, but the cabinet could now
be certain that they would have to face the possible loss of thirty
votes and might be almost certain that they would lose the votes
of the Economic party as well. The omens seemed favourable for
a defeat of the government and the Right parties agreed to join
forces. A great demonstration at Harzburg (October n) attended
by Hugenberg, Hitler, Seldte, high officials of the Pan-German
League and kindred associations, and an unexpected addition to
that galley, Seeckt, officially announced the creation of the
"National Front." From Hugenberg's point of view it was high
time. It was the only possible chance and a slender one of avoiding
disaster. In September the elections at Hamburg had resulted
in another startling National Socialist victory. They raised their
representation from three seats to forty-three, and reduced the
Populists from twenty to seven and the Nationalists from twenty-
two to nine. The process had only one logical end.
The "National Front" carefully avoided a programme; it stood
for the "national" demand for the resignation of the Reich and
the Prussian cabinets and in its manifesto to the nation it raised
the bloody spectre of civil war:
In the coming unrest we declare that in the coming troubles we
shall defend the life, property, home, and position of all those
who with us publicly acknowledge the nation; we refuse to protect
the actual government and the reigning system with our blood.

